GlengarryHats.com Cutaway Tunic Measurement Advice
Take these measurements while wearing your kilt, a good fitting dress shirt, and the belt you will be
wearing on the outside of the tunic.

NECK
Puff out your neck to it's maximum size before measuring. Collar will be cut 1" larger than provided
measurement to ensure your collar will be comfortable in all conditions.
CHEST
Puff out your chest to it’s maximum size before measuring. Measure chest circumference under arms at
largest point while standing at attention. Chest will be cut about 1" larger than provided measurement.
WAIST
Measure waist circumference OVER YOUR KILT at the level you will be wearing your belt on the outside of
the tunic. Waist will be cut about 1" larger than provided measurement.
HIP
Measure hip / seat circumference OVER YOUR KILT at the level of the tunic bottom hem.
FRONT LENGTH
Measure from the base of your collar at the front to the bottom of your belt while wearing the belt at the level
you will be wearing it on the outside of the tunic. Your belt level on the outside of the tunic may be different
that when wearing your belt with kilt and shirt alone. Note the tunic collar is generally somewhat looser than a
tighter fitting dress shirt collar, and may fit up to 1 inch lower. The belt hooks will be installed at this level.
BACK LENGTH TO BELT HOOKS
Measure from the base of your collar at the back to the level of the bottom of your belt while wearing the belt
at the level you will be wearing it on the outside of the tunic.
BACK LENGTH TO HEM
Measure from the base of your collar to the level of the tunic bottom hem. The Back Length to Hem should be
about 7 inches longer than the Neck to Belt Hooks measurement as this measurement includes the turnback
tails.
SLEEVE
Measure from top seam where shirt arm attaches to your shirt body over bent elbow to the desired cuff length.
Note cuffs normally "ride up" a little when bending your arm, so it is important to measure with a bent elbow to
get desired wrist coverage when bending your arms while wearing your tunic. Compare with same
measurement from a good fitting suit jacket.
SHOULDER WIDTH
Measure from shoulder seam to shoulder seam while wearing a good fitting dress shirt.
AROUND SHOULDERS
Measure around both shoulders while standing at attention.
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